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585 Mountain View Road, Maleny, Qld 4552

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 3 Area: 1682 m2 Type: House
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$1,870,000

At a prized Mountain View Road escarpment position, this classic, architecturally inspired home is a dream opportunity,

complete with unhindered, panoramic views of the Glasshouse Mountains, through to the Moreton Island seascape and

the distant Brisbane city skyline.An evergreen entrance protects the 1,682m2 allotment, with a distinct and intriguing

roofline sitting unobtrusively behind, providing a subtle hint to the outstanding residence at 585 Mountain View Road.

Blending both character and contemporary looks in one, this property offers the very best of versatile Queensland

hinterland living, with an incredible outlook!Once inside, it is apparent that the incomparable views form an integral part

of the home's internal design, and your eyes can't help be drawn to what lies beyond.Attention to detail is immediately

evident as you enter a living and dining domain with an abundance of natural light and height, where luxuriously treated

timber flooring flows to an elevated and expansive veranda, providing a perfectly complete and spectacular vista of the

Glasshouse Mountains. Complimenting this beautiful space is a high quality kitchen that delivers efficiency and everyday

practicality. Finished with granite bench tops, Smeg appliances, ample preparation and storage space, this culinary zone

will please the entertainer in you.The master suite and main guest bedroom complete this visually beautiful picture and

offer views that will have you wanting to linger, dusk and dawn.  Both are generous in size, are superbly ensuited and

finished with marble tiling and stylish fittings. The second guest bedroom offers gentle garden light and is thoughtfully

positioned nearby the family bathroom.  All year comfort is assured with split system air-conditioning and ceiling fans

throughout and a magnificent central wood-burning fireplace.The design of this home takes absolute advantage of the

views at every opportunity!  A glowing timber staircase leads you up to the very versatile loft room. You'll be delighted to

explore the potential of this space – a home office with an enviable outlook, an elevated sleeping studio for additional

guests or simply a beautiful conversation area to enjoy with friends or just each other.An internal stairway leads you to

the lower level, providing a separate entrance to the home.  You will appreciate dual all-weather driveways and covered

parking for at least three vehicles.  The positioning of the substantial in-ground concrete water tank, an unobtrusive

storage room plus a compact workshop space, complete with power, benches and shelving, on the lower level makes this a

very practical area.Fully appreciating every inch of the parcel, outside, a lush and established, 'no water' garden is

uniquely terraced toward the lower boundary.  An intriguing series of four adjoining timber walkways lead you through

native and tropical plantings (and the occasional flourishing fruit tree!) to a concealed, small private deck, providing the

perfect spot to enjoy a sun-downer and toast that view!  Just 2 minutes to main street Maleny,  35 minutes to the

beautiful beaches of the Sunshine Coast and 60 minutes to Brisbane airport, the location could not be better!This

remarkable, bespoke home is all about delivering an exceptional lifestyle opportunity, whilst boasting panoramic

mountain, undulating countryside, coastal and distant city views.  A rare find indeed, 585 Mountain View Road lends itself

to a superb private residence, a stunning weekender or a spectacular short-term accommodation option. This property

will not last for long.  Contact the team at RE/MAX Hinterland today to discuss your inspection opportunities!Disclaimer:

* This property may or may not be marketed with a price and therefore a price guide cannot always be provided. The

website may have filtered the property into a price bracket for functionality purposes.** Every precaution has been taken

to establish the accuracy of the material on this listing and all information provided has been gathered from sources we

deem to be reliable. We cannot however guarantee its accuracy and interested parties should make and rely on their own

enquiries.


